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• Wildlife Pond Construction 

• Warm & Cold Water Stream Improvement 

• Forestry Management 

• Wetland Restoration 
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• Professional Herbicide Application 
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—————————— 
FISH ORDER 

REMINDER 

May 1st is the deadline for 

spring fish orders. See the 

order form inside or call 

us at 877-309-8408 to 

place an order. Orders 

are on a first come, first 

served basis. Don’t wait 

until the last minute! 

 

Check out our Updated Website! 

Don’t forget to check out our updated website and like and follow us on Social Media! 

Lance Paden 
Lance earned a Master’s degree in 
Conservation Ecology and Sustainable 
Development in 2018 from the 
University of Georgia. Prior to 
relocating to Wisconsin last year, he 
worked as a herpetologist and 
research ecologist throughout North 
Carolina, Florida, and Georgia. He 
currently manages our Lakes 
Division.  

Amanda Gantner 
Amanda graduated from UW Stevens 
Point with a Bachelors degree and has 
since traveled throughout the Midwest and 
the southern states working as a wildlife 
technician conducting research with 
turkeys, cranes, waterfowl, and bats. She 
also participated in habitat management, 
prairie restoration and wetland 
management in Alabama and 
Wisconsin.  Amanda currently is our 
Habitat Project Manager.  

Karen Cantrell 
A Wisconsin native, Karen enjoys 
spending time outdoors and has a 
passion for ensuring preservation of 
our natural resources. Karen is our 
new Administrative Assistant who 
will happily take your call and direct 
it to one of our Biologists.  

           The current pandemic has given many of us ample opportunities to pursue 
outdoor recreation. Hunter participation sky-rocketed with the onset of COVID, 
leading to congestion on public lands. There is something to be said about owning 
a private hunting reserve since almost any piece of land can produce game with 
the proper management. That is where we come in to play. Whether you prefer 
fur, feathers, or both, we can help make your property suitable for your desired 
quarry, including creating the proper mix of forage, nesting habitat, travel corri-
dors, winter cover, and resting areas. 

           A great way to increase hunting oppor-
tunities for any species is to provide forage. 
That could mean installing food plots that 
offer the lush greens that deer, grouse, and 
turkeys love. It could also mean planting na-
tive trees and shrubs. Aspens, oaks, cherries, 
hazelnuts, etc., are all favorite foods of count-
less game species. We can even go as far as 
to restore the health of existing woodlands, 
giving species such as deer and turkeys ac-
cess to calorie-rich acorns and other natural 
foods. For waterfowl, we can bolster forage 
with native plantings or go large scale and 

install water control structures that allow for manual draw-downs and flooding. This 
method has proven to create waterfowl destinations by allowing food plants to grow 
during the draw-down period, making them accessible to ducks and geese by flood-
ing in the fall. 

           Food is not always the limiting factor for 
game, however. For instance, if your property is sur-
rounded by fields of alfalfa and corn, planting a food 
plot may not be helpful. Instead, it would be best to 
focus on cover used for resting, enduring weather, 
and escaping predators. Deer, grouse, woodcock, 
and rabbits require dense woody cover like shrubs 
and young trees. We can create or bolster these habi-
tats via plantings while also cutting mature trees to 
open the canopy and allow regeneration. Prairies 
provide necessary habitat for pheasants and quail 
and are frequently used as bedding cover by deer. 
Wetlands are essential for waterfowl, but they also 
offer exceptional winter cover for nearly all game 
species. 
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Aeration is arguably one of the best tools at the disposal of lake and pond owners. Give Cason & Associates 
a call to see what aeration options will best serve you and your water. 

           Another vital component of game production is breeding habitat. Installing a pond or wetland can create val-
uable waterfowl nesting habitat. Prairies are used extensively by deer for hiding fawns and by turkeys, pheasants, 
waterfowl, and quail for nesting. Woodlands are also important for game reproduction, but you can supplement 
them with Wood Duck nest boxes. Management within forests to create understory cover will bolster their game 
production. 

           Each property is different, and management needs tailoring to the existing conditions. Whether you desire to 
install a food plot or want to go as far as creating an entire duck marsh, Cason & Associates can help. Our team of 
biologists can meet with you to match your desires with the capacities of your property and create your very own 
hunting paradise. 

Continued from Page 1: Land Management For Game 

 As an aquatic consultant, I spend most days discussing 
ponds and their associated biota. Virtually everyone is capti-
vated with managing flora and fauna, and rightfully so; how-
ever, when the conversation turns to the invisible drivers of 
these ecosystems, it is often met with a tone of skepticism.  

 Aside from water, dissolved oxygen is the most criti-
cal factor for a pond. Without dissolved oxygen, your fish die, 
decomposition grinds to a snail’s pace, muck accumulates, 
toxic gasses are released, eutrophication ensues, and your 
pond turns into a swamp. Amazingly, all of this is affected by 
one simple element, oxygen. But what if you had the power to 
control dissolved oxygen within your pond? What if you 
could take your muck filled, pea-soup-green lagoon, and re-
vert it into cleaner, clearer, and healthier water? A properly 
sized aeration system can do just that.  

 Aeration is a broad term, but generally, it's split into two primary groups: decorative fountains and diffused-
air aeration. In some cases, fountains can sufficiently aerate a pond. However, in larger deeper ponds, they are typi-
cally insufficient aerators. Typically, the central purpose of fountains is to offer beautiful displays and a tranquil 
sound that isn't attainable through diffused-air aeration.  

 Diffused aeration's purpose is to oxygenate the water column. It operates by pumping air to the bottom of a 
waterbody, where a perforated membrane creates millions of tiny bubbles. As these bubbles rise, they diffuse into 
the adjacent water and facilitate the mixing of the water column.  
 Whether your goal is a quality fishery, a pristine swimming oasis, or a beautiful pond to gaze upon, diffused
-air aeration is probably the single most important investment you can make for your pond.  

How do you know if you need aeration or if your existing aera-
tion system is appropriate? I recommend contacting a consultant to test 

the dissolved oxygen throughout the water column. It should be ana-
lyzed several times to achieve a complete picture of how dissolved oxy-
gen behaves throughout the year.  

Aeration is not a one size fits all concept. A multitude of styles, 
brands, and sizes comprise the market. When deciding what system you 

need, it is necessary to understand the pond size, depth, contours, overall 
management objectives, and how different aerators perform under these 
conditions. 

After working on hundreds of aeration systems, I can confidently say that you get what you pay for with dif-
fused air aeration. Considering warranty options and selecting the system that will last the longest instead of the 

cheapest option will benefit you greatly in the long term. 

Fountains do not exhibit the clear-cut correlation between price and quality; each management professional 
has their fountain preference. However, Cason & Associates recommends fountains that rarely break, last a long 

time, and use minimal electricity. 

Continued from Page 2: Fountains and Aeration 

Fountains & Aeration: 

A Water Professional’s Perspective 

Continued on Page 3. 

 Proper care of a lake or pond starts at the beginning of the season in a preventative manner. Creating a posi-
tive culture of living bacteria is one of the best ways to sequester nutrients before they manifest themselves in the 
form of thick algal mats. 

Height of Target Plant Over Time for Standard Sonar Use vs. ECOS Use.  
DAT : Days after treatment. 

Early Control Optimized Sonar Performance Weed Control 

 Some ponds struggle with nuisance pondweed 
growth. SonarOne ECOS treatments conducted early in 

the year, when plants are young, is a great way to prevent 
plants from reaching nuisance levels. These treatments 
are great because of their low use rates, rapid and com-

plete control, minimized risk of oxygen depletion, and 
optimized efficacy based on timing and plant growth. 
SePro is incredibly proud of this product and endorses it 

wholly, by providing a guaranteed fixed budget treatment 
for early season weed control, when in static to low flow 
waterbodies, and applied at the prescribed regional rate. 

For much of the Midwest, the ideal treatment window 
runs from March 15th to April 30th. If you think SePro’s 
Early Control Sonar Performance program may benefit 

your pond, call Cason & Associates today. We will help 
you set up a treatment plan to ensure you never have to 
worry about the nuisance plants populating your pond. 

Left: Pond Covered in 
Watermeal Prior to 
Fluoridone Treatment. 
 
Below: Pond Following 
Successful Fluoridone 
Treatment. 


